“Thomas Mills Sixth Form has given me the chance to study subjects that I
enjoy. The support from staff and the resources available at the school have
really helped. There have been so many great opportunities given to me in my
time in the Sixth Form have developed me as a person. I am going on to study
chemical engineering at Bristol University.” Gareth Turner
“The Sixth Form at Thomas Mills has provided me with the opportunity to both
expand my knowledge of subjects I enjoy and be part of a community. There is
a real sense of friendship between the Upper and Lower Sixth and leadership
opportunities offered to students allow us to have a significant role within the
school. Sixth Form has been the perfect platform preparing me for university
and later life.” Connie Jeffery
“The great thing about Sixth Form at Thomas Mills is the real sense of
community. All students have a say in the events in the Sixth Form calendar,
from Charity Day to the Christmas Party, and all voices are heard and
respected. These two events are just two of the many opportunities outside of
academic study the students organise and are involved in, which contribute
towards making Sixth Form at Thomas Mills so much more than just a
scholastic experience.” Cailin Phoenix
“Sixth Form at Thomas Mills is a great experience. Staff help to make studying
enjoyable and manageable. There is a real sense of community and there are
many opportunities to get involved and contribute to Sixth Form life.”
Charlotte Bones
“The Sixth Form and Thomas Mills as a whole is a great community to be part
of. It provided an education that was both enjoyable and to a high standard. I
was able to easily seek help from staff on subject related issues and
participated in a wide variety of extra opportunities. It definitely brought out
the best in me.” Nathan Watson

“Joining Thomas Mills in year 12, I was very worried about making new friends
and starting A levels. However, the support from teachers and friendliness
from pupils allowed me to settle in very quickly. I loved Sixth Form and mixing
work with pleasure meant my two years at Thomas Mills have been the best so
far, and I hope the friends I have made will stay with me as I journey through
Canterbury University to study Events Management.” Nikki Gilbert
“My time at Sixth Form helped me to achieve the best results in my school
career. The biggest surprise was in English – I thought Chaucer would be really
boring and difficult, but the teacher really brought it to life and it turned out to
be my favourite part of the English course. Whenever I found things tough, I
found the advice given to me really helped and improved my confidence. But,
the thing I will cherish most is the friendships I have made. I am going on to
the University of York to study English and History.” Beth Hibberd

“Thomas Mills has provided the perfect platform for me to develop both
academically and socially. Sixth Form gave me the unique opportunity to study
the subjects I enjoyed, whilst mixing it with superb extra-curricular activities
provided by staff and students. The Sixth Form has a real community feel,
with Upper and Lower Sixth bonding not only with each other, but with the
teachers too. It has made the transition to university very easy, and I am
currently reading Biochemistry at the University of Sheffield.” Will Bultitude
“I thoroughly enjoyed my time at Thomas Mills. The staff have been extremely
supportive and are always willing to help. The school gives you opportunities
to build confidence and make friends that will last you for life. Thomas Mills
has made me achieve in ways I didn’t think I could. Next year I am going to
study English Literature at Roehampton University.” Kate Emsley

